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ABSTRACT: Nanosized Co clusters (of about 3 nm size) were unambiguously identified in
Co-doped ZnO thin films by atom probe tomography. These clusters are directly correlated to
the superparamagnetic relaxation observed by ZFC/FC magnetization measurements. These
analyses provide strong evidence that the room-temperature ferromagnetism observed in the
magnetization curves cannot be attributed to the observed Co clusters. Because there is no
experimental evidence of the presence of other secondary phases, our results reinforce the
assumption of a defect-induced ferromagnetism in Co-doped ZnO diluted magnetic semi-
conductors.

In the field of spintronics, the main challenge for the develop-
ment of a new electronic device technology is to reach an

efficient injection of spin-polarized current into semiconductors.
Although this spin-injection could be realized from metallic
ferromagnetic electrodes, this is particularly difficult due to the
difference of resistivity between metals and semiconductors,
which leads to an accumulation of spin-polarized carriers at the
metal-semiconductor interface. Diluted magnetic semiconduc-
tors (DMS) appear to be the most promising materials to
overcome this difficulty. Such materials, where transition metal
atoms (magnetic dopants) are introduced into the cationic sites
of a semiconducting host lattice, are close to materials used in
microelectronics and exhibit simultaneously semiconducting and
ferromagnetic properties.1,2 Considerable research efforts have
been focused in this area in recent years. The first works on DMS
have been focused on Mn doped III-V compounds such as
Ga(Mn)As,3 which is, today, the most well understood DMS.
Ga(Mn)As is a p-type semiconductor, which exhibits intrinsic
ferromagnetic properties. However, its highest reported Curie
temperature is only about 173 K,4 far below room temperature,
and constitutes the main obstacle for practical applications. For
this reason, efforts were focused on developing some materials
exhibiting room temperature ferromagnetism. Since the theore-
tical predictions of Dietl et al.5 and Sato et al.6 of the existence of
RT ferromagnetism in oxide-based wide band gap semiconduc-
tors such as p-type Mn-doped ZnO and n-type Co-doped ZnO, a
large amount of experimental data, especially Co-doped ZnO,
has been published.2,7 Many methods have been used to elabo-
rate DMS. It is noteworthy to cite the case of Co-doped ZnO
where pulsed laser deposition,8 magnetron sputtering,9 solid state

reaction,10 coprecipitation technique,11 hydrothermal technique,12

molecular beam epitaxy,13 mechanosynthesis,14 sol-gel tech-
nique,15 and ion implantation16 have been used. However, the under-
standing of the experimental data is nowadays still confused because
of contradictory results. Several studies claim the nonferromagnetic
behavior of Co-doped ZnO,17-22 whereas other groups suggest
ferromagnetic properties for the same compounds.23-30

Moreover, the origin and mechanism of the observed ferro-
magnetic behavior are still a matter of intense debates. In many
reports, the ferromagnetic properties are attributed to the dilute
phase23,24 and to the carrier-mediated exchange mechanism,
whereas others suggest that the ferromagnetism originates from the
formation of cobalt clusters or secondary phases19,31-38 (like CoZn,
Co3O4). Coey et al.39 have also proposed a defect-induced
ferromagnetic exchange mechanism based on bond magnetic
polarons, and recent theoretical works have shown that Co2þ-oxy-
gen vacancy pairs are able to promote long-range ferromag-
netic coupling in the presence of n-type doping.40 In this con-
troversial context, everybody agrees that a careful correlation
between microstructure and magnetic properties is required to
determine the origin of the ferromagnetic properties in DMSs. It is
well-known that conventional characterization techniques such as
X-ray diffraction (XRD) are not sensitive enough to detect and
analyze nanoscale precipitates of Co compounds (Co-Zn binary
alloys), Co oxide (Co3O4), ormetallicCo inCo-dopedZnO samples
with Co concentrations lower than 10%. Therefore, several sophis-
ticated methods such as high-resolution transmission electron
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microscopy (HRTEM),41,42 electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS),37,43 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS),44 X-ray
absorption fine structure (XAFS),45 and X-ray magnetic circular
dichroïsm (XMCD)31,46,47 have been used to identify the local
structure of low doped DMS.

After the recent development of the laser-assisted atom probe
tomography,48 it has been shown that oxide materials can be
efficiently analyzed by this high-resolution characterization
technique.49,50 The tomographic atom probe (TAP) is a high-
resolution analytical microscope, which provides a 3D mapping
at the atomic scale of the spatial distribution of atoms in the
analyzed specimen.51-53 Nowadays, this technique is increas-
ingly used in different nanoscience domains.54-60 Moreover, due
to its 3D character, TAP is much more versatile and much more
adapted to identify small clusters and to analyze chemical
inhomogeneities with respect to conventional HRTEM that
gives local informations due to its 2D character.

In a previous work, TAP was used to characterize sputtered
Zn0.95Co0.05O thin films exhibiting room temperature ferro-
magnetism.49 It has been shown that in these films the distribu-
tion of Co atoms is homogeneous within the ZnO matrix,
thereby clearly ruling out the presence of metallic Co clusters
and the presence of any secondary phase. This result also shows
unambiguously that the femtosecond pulsed laser irradiation
used for TAP analyses does not lead to the formation of Co
clusters. However, it is well-known that the microstructure and
the magnetic properties of Co-doped ZnO films are strongly
dependent on the growth method and experimental conditions.

In this Article, we report on the correlation between nano-
structure and magnetic properties of Co-doped ZnO thin film
elaborated by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). The aim is to clarify
if PLD, due to the high energies involved during deposition, is
well suited to growDMS and that themagnetic properties in such
samples originates indeed from Co ions, Co clusters, or other
defects present in the host ZnO matrix. Particular attention is
given to the proof of the existence of anymagnetic clusters via the
TAP technique. Those clusters are often hard to detect due to
their small size when explored using “classic” investigations
techniques such as XRD, TEM, or XPS. In this study, a Zn0.9-
Co0.1O thin film was deposited by PLD on two substrates: a flat
conventional Si(100) substrate and a prepatterned substrate
consisting of an assembly of flat-topped Si (100) pillars (10 �
10� 100 μm3). The background pressure in the growth chamber
was 4� 10-8 mbar. The PLD was operated using a KrF excimer
laser (λ = 248 nm) with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser
energy density was fixed at 1 J/cm2. The deposition was
performed at 723 K under vacuum (2.8 � 10-6 mbar) with a
0.17 sccm N2/O2 (artificial air) gas flow. The thickness of the
film is about 120 nm. The structural characterization was
performed by XRD using a Siemens D5000 diffractometer
(θ-2θ scans and rocking curves) equipped with a monochro-
matic Cu source (λCuKR1 = 0.154056 nm). The θ-2θ scan was
performed in unlocked coupled modeω-2θ (withω = θ- 1�)
to reduce the Si substrate signal. The magnetic properties were
carried out by SQUID magnetometry. To have more insight on
the structural properties of our samples (dopant distribution,
presence of small clusters, etc.), TAP measurements were
performed on our samples. For such analyses, some silicon pillars
were picked off from the wafer, mounted on a stainless steel fine
tip needle with conductive epoxy glue, and tip-shaped using a
focused Ga ion beam (30 kV).61 To reduce Ga implantation and
avoid damages in the region of interest, the Zn0.90Co0.10O thin

film was capped with 500 nm of Cr, and the final step of the
milling was performed at low acceleration voltage (2 kV). The
tips were analyzed by laser-assisted wide-angle tomographic
atom probe (LAWATAP) fromCAMECA at 80 K in an ultrahigh
vacuum chamber at a pressure of 10-9 mbar. The femtosecond
laser pulse system used was an amplified ytterbium-doped laser
(AMPLITUDE SYSTEM s-pulse) with a 350 fs pulse length and
a 342 nm wavelength.

Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern of the Zn0.9Co0.1O thin film.
This pattern contains two peaks (at 34.6� and 72.9�) correspond-
ing to the hexagonal wurtzite ZnO phase, one peak that can be
attributed to a SiO2 phase, and one peak due to the residual
contribution of the Si substrate. No additional diffraction peak
corresponding to secondary phases or Co clusters is detected.
However, the existence of small clusters cannot be excluded due
to the detection limit of the XRD method. The rocking curves
recorded on the (002) and (004) ZnO diffraction peaks are
presented in Figure 2. The full widths at half-maximum (fwhm)
of the rocking curves are 2.4� and 3.2�, respectively. This result
shows that the Zn0.9Co0.1O thin film is well crystallized, with
nanosized grains, and that the growth is quasi-epitaxial with a
c-axis perpendicular to the film plane.

Figure 3 presents the magnetization loops of the Zn0.9Co0.1O
thin film recorded at 300 and 5 K. The diamagnetic contribution

Figure 1. ω-2θ (with ω = θ - 1�) XRD pattern of the Zn0.9Co0.1O
thin film.

Figure 2. Rocking curve for the 002 (left) and 004 (right) diffraction
peaks of the Zn0.9Co0.1O thin film. The rocking curve on the 004 peak is
enhanced by a factor of 30 for visibility reasons.
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was corrected to eliminate the contribution of the Si substrate. This
was carried out by correcting the data by a slope equal to the slope of
the magnetization loop at high field (50 kOe) and low temperature
(5 K) where the diamagnetic contribution of the substrate is
predominant. The same slope correction was applied further to
correct the magnetization curve at 300 K. The magnetization curves
indicate a ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature characterized
by the saturation magnetization (MS) ≈ 0.6 μB/Co, remanent
magnetization (MR) ≈ 0.03 μB/Co, and coercive field (HC) ≈
56Oe. At 5K,MS≈ 1μB/Co,MR≈ 0.17μB/Co, andHC≈ 218Oe.
However, theMS values aremuch smaller than the 3μB/Co expected
for Co2þ ions homogenously dispersed in the ZnO film. Moreover,
the shape of the low temperature magnetization curve as well as the
large difference between the room temperature and the low tem-
perature saturation magnetization are a good indication of a para-
magnetic contribution of a fraction of the Co ions.

To explore the eventual presence of any superparamagnetic
particles in the Zn0.9Co0.1O thin film, zero-field-cooled/field-cooled
(ZFC/FC) magnetization curves were recorded under a constant
applied magnetic field Happl of 1 kOe (figure 4). The shape of the
obtained ZFC/FC curves is typical for a noninteracting superpara-
magnetic (SPM) particle assembly with a narrow size distribution.
Indeed, the MZFC curve exhibits a narrow peak with a maximum
temperatureTmax=8 K and an overlapping with theMFC curve above
an irreversibility temperature Tirr ≈ 20 K. The fact that the irreversi-
bility temperature (Tirr) is close toTmax shows that the size distribution
of the SPM particles is relatively narrow. The exponential decrease of
the magnetization when increasing the temperature is a typical
signature of superparamagnetic particles. This is in good agreement
with the magnetization loops presented above.

It is well-known that the dynamics of a monodispersed
nanoparticle assembly is governed by temperature. At high tem-
perature, the magnetic moment of each nanoparticle fluctuates
rapidly. Below a characteristic temperature TB, called the block-
ing temperature, the magnetic moments appear as “blocked”.
This temperature depends on the anisotropy (K), the volume (V)
of the particle, and the specific time of measurement (tm):

62

TB ¼ ln
tm
τ0

� �- 1

� K 3V
kB

ð1Þ

If we consider that the exponential variation of the magnetic
relaxation is sharp and that at a given temperature the blocking

volume can be defined as VB = kBT 3 ln(tm/τ0)/K, we can assume,
as in the original work of Chantrell,63 that all particles with a
volume larger than VB are blocked. These large particles con-
tribute to the total moment byVHχferro =μ0HVMS

2/3K (whereH
is themagnetic field andMS is the saturationmagnetization) if we
assume that the anisotropy directions are random and if we
consider the transverse susceptibility. In contrast, the particles
with a volume smaller than VB are fluctuating and contribute to
the total moment by VHχpara = μ0HV

2MS
2/3kBT.

We can write:

μZFCtot ¼
Z VB

0
μ0HV

2MS
2=3kBT

� �
3 PðVÞ dV

þ
Z ¥

VB

μ0HVMS
2=3K

� �
3 PðVÞ dV

where P(V) dV is the probability to find a particle with a volume
between V and V þ dV.

Considering that the volume distribution P(V) is associated
with a blocking temperature distribution p(T), withV = kBTB 3 ln-
(tm/τ0)/K = RTB, we can write:

μZFCtot ¼ R2μ0HM
2
S=3kBT

� �Z T

0
TB

2
3 p TBð Þ dTB

þ Rμ0HM
2
S=3K

� �Z ¥

T
TB 3 p TBð Þ dTB

In the FC total moment, the superparamagnetic particles have
the same contribution, and the contribution of the blocked
particles can be assumed to be that reached by the superpar-
amagnetic particles in the applied field at their blocking tem-
perature:

μFCtot ¼
Z VB

0
μ0HV

2M2
S=3kBT

� �
3 pðVÞ dV

þ
Z ¥

VB

μ0HV
2M2

S=3kBTB
� �
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μFCtot ¼ R2μ0HM
2
S=3kBT

� �Z T

0
TB

2
3 p TBð Þ dTB

þ R2μ0HM
2
S=3kB

� �Z ¥

T
TB 3 p TBð Þ dTB

Figure 3. Magnetization hysteresis curves of the Zn0.9Co0.1O thin film.
The inset shows a zoom around zero field to evidence the ferromagnetic
component of the magnetization in the sample.

Figure 4. Zero-field-cooled/field-cooled magnetization curves (b)
obtained on the Zn0.9Co0.1O thin film with an applied magnetic field
of 1 kOe. In the inset is shown the blocking temperature distribution
estimated from the derivative of the difference of the ZFC/FC curves
(0) divided by T (9) and its adjustment as a log-normal distribution.
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We notice, as Denardin et al.,64 that the difference between the
FC and ZFC curves provides a direct insight on the distribution
of the energy barrier KV (or TB):

μZFCtot -μFCtot ¼ Rμ0HM
2
S=3

� �
� 1=K-R=kBð Þ

Z ¥

T
TB 3 p TBð Þ dTB ¼ k

Z ¥

T
TB 3 p TBð Þ dTB

ð2Þ
Therefore, the blocking temperature distribution (due to the
volume distribution) can be accessed after the derivation of the
difference between the ZFC and FC moment subsequently
divided by the temperature. The blocking temperature distribu-
tion in our sample is shown in the inset of Figure 4. After fitting
this distribution to a log-normal distribution p(TB) = A/TB 3 exp-
((-ln(TB/TB,C)

2)/(2σ2)), we get the median temperature
TB,C = 3.6(1) K and the standard deviation σ = 0.47(1) of the
log-normal distribution. Using tm= 183 s and τ0 = 10

-9-10-10 s,
we get D = 3.00(5) nm. Note that this method is very useful in
cases when there are also other contributions to the moment
than the superparamagnetic one. For instance, the ferromagnetic
contribution in our sample or ordinary paramagnetic contribu-
tions shows the same response in both the FC and the ZFC
curves, and, consequently, these contributions disappear by
considering the difference of the two curves.

The magnetic measurements show that the magnetic behavior
of the Zn0.9Co0.1O thin film is composed of three magnetic
components: a ferromagnetic component, a paramagnetic com-
ponent, and a superparamagnetic component related to the
presence of nanosized clusters.

To reveal the presence of Co clusters or secondary phases, the
Zn0.9Co0.1O thin film was characterized by tomographic atom
probe (TAP). The mass spectrum obtained after the atom probe
analysis is similar to that obtained in our previous work on the

sputtered Zn0.95Co0.05O thin film.49 All peaks could be attributed
to the elements constituting the sample. At the end of the
analysis, peaks corresponding to Si and SiO2 appeared on the
mass spectrum due to the crossing the Zn(Co)O/substrate
interface and the evaporation of Si atoms of the substrate.

Figure 5 shows a tip shape specimen prepared from the
Zn(Co)O thin film by focused ion beam milling (left side) and
the 3D reconstruction of the analyzed volume. Note that in this
reconstruction each dot represents one atom. The spatial dis-
tribution of all elements (Zn, O, Co, and Si atoms) can be clearly
observed and investigated. In this 3D volume, we can observe
successively the Zn(Co)O layer, the SiO2 layer at the Zn(Co)O/
substrate interface, and the Si substrate.

Inside the Zn(Co)O layer, observations and data treatments show
that the distribution of all species (Zn, O, and Co) is homog-
eneous: no Co cluster and no secondary phases are observed. Co
atoms are well dispersed in the ZnO phase. However, a closer look
at the Zn(Co)O/substrate interface reveals a clear Co enrichment
(Figure 6) with an inhomogeneous distribution of Co atoms
(Figure 6b). Indeed, when using an iso-concentration representation
in the top view of the Zn(Co)O/substrate interface, Co-rich regions
containing more than 40% of Co are observed (Figure 6b).

Several analyses performed on different samples lead to the
same conclusion: they all show a Co enrichment at the interface
and the presence of an inhomogeneous distribution of Co atoms
at the Zn(Co)O/substrate interface. This inhomogeneous dis-
tribution corresponds actually to the formation of nanosized Co-
rich clusters, which decorate the Zn(Co)O/SiO2 interface.
Figure 7 presents a magnification of one of these Co-rich clusters.
In the 3D image (fFigure 7a), only Co and O atoms are
represented for clarity reasons, and the Co cluster is highlighted
by a yellow 3D iso-concentration surface (40% Co). This cluster
is indeed located at the Zn(Co)O/SiO2 interface and exhibits a
plate shape. This morphology may be due, on the one hand, to

Figure 5. Tip prepared from Zn(Co)O thin film: SEM image on the left and 3D reconstruction of the analyzed volume obtained by TAP on the right.
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the location of the cluster (standard lens shape is observed for
heterogeneous precipitation on planar defects) and, on the other
hand, to a local magnification effect65 caused by the large
difference in the evaporation fields between the different phases
present at the interface. Nevertheless, the thickness of the cluster,
which is not affected by the local magnification effect, can be
estimated at a value slightly smaller than 3 nm. This value is in

good agreement with the value extracted from the magnetization
measurements. Figure 7b shows the concentration profile through
the Co cluster perpendicularly to the interface. For clarity
reasons, the O, Co, Co2O

2þ, and Si profiles are only shown.
The Si substrate and the SiO2 layer are clearly observed. The
concentration of the Co cluster reaches about 75% of Co in the
core. The Co2O

2þ profile corresponds to the molecular Co2O
2þ

Figure 6. (a) Distribution of Co atoms in the analyzed volume of Zn0.9Co0.1O; (b) top view of the Zn(Co)O/SiO2 interface: the inhomogeneous
distribution of Co atoms is evidenced by iso-concentration filter (threshold: 40% of Co).

Figure 7. (a) 3D image of a Co cluster grown on the SiO2 layer (in yellow, iso-concentration surface at 30 Co at. %); (b) concentration profile through
the Co cluster along the red arrow in (a).
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ions detected in the mass spectrum. The presence of Co2O
2þ is

mainly observed at the upper surface of theCo cluster, which suggests
the presence of a thin cobalt oxide layer covering the cluster.

This result shows that the nanosized clusters formed at the
Zn(Co)O/substrate interface contain more than 70% of Co.
However, as the local magnification effect leads to an artificial
chemical mixing (some O, Zn, and Si atoms appear as within the
cluster whereas they are nearby), it is probable that the observed
clusters are almost pure in Co, as was already observed for Si
nanoclusters in SiO2.

50

These analyses have also revealed the presence of Co clusters
at some nanometers above the interface. Figure 8 presents a 3D
reconstruction where the Co clusters are imaged by 3D iso-
concentration surfaces. The full decoration of the interface by
nanosized Co clusters is once again clearly evidenced. In addi-
tion, a Co cluster with a diameter of about 4 nm can be observed
6 nm above the interface. Inside this cluster, some Co atomic
planes are imaged, indicating the cluster crystallization. More-
over, the local concentration measurements show that this
cluster is pure, that is, contains only Co. This result shows that
metallic cobalt clusters can be formed near the Zn(Co)O/
substrate interface. The aggregation of a nanoscaled Co phase
at the interface was already reported by Fukuma et al. in
sputtered Zn(Co)O thin films with 20 Co at. %.31 Indeed, the
investigation of these films by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
suggested the presence of Co clusters in the film, especially near
the substrate. According to Fukuma31,66 and Wei,45 the forma-
tion of these clusters could be related to the presence of oxygen
vacancies. Similar results (i.e., paramagnetic clusters near the
interface) were also obtained on Co-doped TiO2 films obtained
by PLD under vacuum67 or low oxidizing pressure.42

The atom probe analyses have evidenced the presence of
nanosized Co clusters close to the interfaces with the Si substrate
and revealed the decoration of the Zn(Co)O/SiO2 interface by a
Co cluster assembly. The cluster density was estimated from the
data set at about 2.5 � 1011 cluster/cm2. This observation is
consistent with the superparamagnetic relaxation evidenced by
the ZFC/FC magnetization curves. Indeed, the size of the Co
clusters (3-4 nm) observed by atom probe shows unambigu-
ously that all Co clusters exhibit a superparamagnetic behavior at
room temperature. This result is a direct evidence of the super-
paramagnetic Co clusters suggested by Wei et al.45 and shows
that these clusters can not be responsible for the room tempera-
ture ferromagnetism in PLD Zn0.9Co0.1O thin films.

A Zn0.9Co0.1O layer has been elaborated by pulsed laser
deposition and chemically analyzed at the atomic scale to give
an accurate 3D image of the spatial distribution of Co atoms in
the ZnO thin film. XRD results show that the Zn0.9Co0.1O thin
film is well crystallized and grown almost epitaxially with a c-axis
perpendicular to the film plane. The investigation of the mag-
netic properties shows that the as-deposited Zn0.9Co0.1O is
ferromagnetic at room temperature. Atom probe analyses show
that the spatial distribution of Co atoms inside the Zn(Co)O
layer is homogeneous. There is no experimental evidence of the
presence of any secondary phase such as CoZn or oxide as
Co3O4. Moreover, the presence of nanosized Co clusters (L ≈
3-4 nm) at the Zn(Co)O/substrate interface was revealed. The
size distribution of this Co cluster assembly is well correlated to
the superparamagnetic relaxation evidenced by ZFC/FC mag-
netization measurements.

Thus, the room temperature ferromagnetic properties of the
sample studied in this paper can be attributed neither to the

Figure 8. (a) 3D image of the cluster decorationof theZn(Co)O/substrate interface (in yellow, iso-concentration surface at 30Co at.%); (b)magnification of
the Co cluster in region B.
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presence of secondary phases nor to the observed Co clusters,
which exhibit a superparamagnetic behavior at room tempera-
ture. In the present debate on the origin of the ferromagnetism in
Co-doped ZnO thin film, our results support the defects-induced
ferromagnetism models in which oxygen vacancies and/or inter-
stitial defects are needed to obtain a ferromagnetic signal.68,69

Finally, the PLD technique does not seem to be well adapted for
the growth of Co doped ZnO films as long as the pressure of the
oxidizing atmosphere during deposition is too small (here
smaller than 2.8 � 10-6 mbar of N2/O2) because Co clusters
can be easily formed in these conditions. Therefore, an optimized
pressure should be used during deposition such that the forma-
tion of Co clusters is avoided but still allowed is the creation of
defects, like oxygen vacancies, which are important for the
observation of the ferromagnetism.
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